
Jane Scrivner Facial - 60 Minutes
Each and every step is bringing the skin back to it 's
healthiest self, nourishing and repairing the skin for that
glowing, luminescent & freshed faced look. You will be
transported to skincare heaven and experience. 

Dermaplaning Facial - 45 Minutes
Removes 21 days of dead skin cells and vellus hair with a
physical exfoliation. Deeper penetration of products for
smooth glowing skin.

Alumier Refining Clay Treatment - 45 Minutes
A unique blend of clay and exfoliating ingredients removes
trapped oil and dirt whilst promoting skin renewal. The
result is a reduction in the appearance of blemishes and
excess oil ,  whilst soothing and maintaining hydration.

Alumier Brightening Booster - 45 Minutes
Using brightening accelarator, anti-ageing and antioxidant
products to give your skin the glow it needs.

Facial Menu 



Facial Menu 
Alumier Radiance Peel - 45 Minutes
A combined AHA (20% lactic acid) and BHA (10% salicylic
acid) medical grade chemical peel. It will improve skin tone
and texture by exfoliating dead skin cells and speeding up
cell turnover. This chemical peel will target acne pimples,
fine lines and wrinkles and, congestion and sun damage.

The Red Carpet Facial - 60 Minutes
The ultimate facial which combines the physical exfoliation
of Dermaplaning and an Alumier Skin Peel to give you
smooth, flawless skin. 



Laser Hair Removal 
Using the ‘Power of three’ 3D-Trilogyice is the latest
advance in laser hair removal technology. The system
combines the proven benefits of three wavelengths,
achieving maximum results and versatility when
compared to single wavelength. 

Full Face Laser - 30 Minutes
Underarms Laser - 20 Minutes
Bikini Laser - 20 Minutes
Brazilian Laser - 30 Minutes
Full Leg Laser -60 Minutes
Half Leg Laser -  30 Minutes
Chest Laser - 30 Minutes
Back Laser - 30 Minutes
Lip & Chin Laser - 30 Minutes 



Waxing Menu 
Here at Rebecca Brown's Beauty Clinic, we use Lycon
Wax. Lycon Hot Waxes are a low temperature formula,
they shrink-wrap and remove hair as short as 1mm,
they are very pliable and painless for most.

Hollywood/Brazilian - 30 Minutes
Full Legs - 30 Minutes 
Half Legs - 20 Minutes
Bikini - 15 Minutes
Underarms - 15 Minutes
Lip & Chin - 15 Minutes 

Pregnancy Waxing 
Bikini - 30 Minutes
Hollywood/Brazilian - 45 Minutes



Brow Treatments 
HD Brow's 1st Appointment - 35 Minutes
This will be the start of your HD Brow journey where our
specialist will go through your desired shape, colour, where
you need the hair's to grow and then perform the treatment. 

HD Brow Maintenance - 30 Minutes
After your consultation in the 1st appointment, you have
maintenance to keep your desired outcome. This includes
waxing, threading, tinting, plucking and finishing products 

Brow Lamination - 30 Minutes
Brow lamination is a eyebrow perming treatment that involves
correcting the brow shape by setting the hairs in place using
a chemical solution. In the first step, a cream is applied that
breaks down bonds in the eyebrow hairs so they can be
manipulated into a new position.

Brow Wax & Tint - 15 Minutes

Brow Wax - 10 Minutes

Threading - 10 Minutes



Eye Treatments 
EyeLash Lift - 45 Minutes
One way to think of a lash lift is like a perm for your
eyelashes. A lash lift simply alters the shape and colour
of your natural lashes. ... The treatment involves  lifting
each individual lash, before tinting them for thicker,
darker, longer looking lashes.

Express Eyelash Extensions - 30 Minutes
This is perfect for a special occasion! Individual or
cluster lashes are applied to your natural lashes for a
thicker/longer looking effect. 

EyeLash Tint - 15 Minutes



Hands & Feet
Gel Hands & Feet - 60 Minutes

Gel Hands - 30 Minutes

Gel Toes - 30 Minutes

Gel Removal & New Set - 50 Minutes

Pedicure With Polish - 45 Minutes

Pedicure With Gels - 45 Minutes

Manicure - 30 Minutes

 



Self Care 
Stress Buster Back Massage & Glow Facial - 60
Minutes
Take some time our for yourself and enjoy a stress
relieveing back massage which will melt away any tension
you may hold. Then it 's time to giving your skin a glow with a
mini facial. 

60 Minutes of Self Care
Choose from a range of treatments to have within an hour:
-Back Massage & Facial
-Back Massage & Scalp Massage
-Facial & Scalp Massage
-Back Scrub & Massage
-Full Body Massage
-Facial 

Head In The Clouds - 30 Minutes
Tension often starts within the tiny muscles of the scalp so
let's relieve them with a head in the clouds scalp massage. 

Stress Buster Back Massage - 30 Minutes
Melt away any knots and tension you may be carrying in your
back, neck and shoulders. 
 


